"JFL Alarmes will participate for the 18th time of EXPOSEC, which is
a benchmark for the company in its marketing strategies, where we
launch the main equipment for the electronic security market.
Professionals of electronic security in general, an event of
paramount importance for the segment that grows and is
strengthened every day".
Rodrigo Monteiro, JFL ALARMES Marketing Coordinator

"We started in the Electronic Security segment in 2013 and
already in 2014, we participated in the first EXPOSEC and all
subsequent EXPOSECs. Being at EXPOSEC means guaranteeing
the visibility of the brand, it is where we find our clients, we
network, we develop partnerships, in short, being at EXPOSEC
means for us to be "effectively" in the Electronic Security segment. It is also
important to highlight the organization of the event, which has been improved every
year. I take this opportunity to congratulate CIPA and ABESE for having managed to
include EXPOSEC among the most important events of the sector in the world."
Tatiane Lorenzi, from RADIOENGE

"Bedinsat is an industry that has been in the market for 26 years, with
a network of distributors throughout the national territory and
countries of Latin America and since we started participating in this
event, we realize how important it is for the company to expose the
brand and its products. The fair is a showcase where we can gather most of our
customers, exchange information, present our new products and establish our
partnerships."
Sônia Flores, BEDINSAT Commercial MAnager

"The term 'security' is well known to us. Exhibiting at EXPOSEC
reinforces our principles and values, maintaining quality in service
delivery, through constant improvements and investments. This is an
important event for the segment and we need to be present."
Ronaldo Puim Toneloto, Business Manager of PROTEGE Group

"Certainly EXPOSEC 2017 will be an important tool to help companies in this moment
of crisis that passes our Country. The fair will be a facilitator
for new business."

Gerson Luiz Caparroz Junior, RCG Commercial Manager

"Visibility for the brand, opportunity for launching products
and contact with qualified public are the differentials for
investment in EXPOSEC."
Adrinei Kaiser, DIPONTO Director

"The participation of Fulltime at EXPOSEC has become more
important every year, as well as allowing us to work clearly
and with good results with specific clients and prospects of
our business, it is a milestone for the company, as we always try to present new
trends for the Electronic security market that is constantly growing. Our intention for
this 20th edition is to expand our portfolio with quality solutions for monitoring and
tracking companies through tools that are becoming more and more fundamental to
meet the demand of this market."
Ana Laura Imaizumi, FULLTIME Commercial Coordinator

"EXPOSEC is the main security event in the country. Our clients visit
us at the fair in search of news. The contacts we have developed
during the event provide us with business all year round. The
exchange of experience with visitors results in new developments,
always following the market trends."
José D. Favoretto Jr, FOR SEGURANÇA Co-owner partner

"As a fair showcase of the technologies in the industry, we
always participate to expose our launches. In addition,
EXPOSEC is the key door to opening new businesses and strengthening the brand in
the market."

Larysse Guimarães, MCM marketing manager

"We have known and participated as a visitor to EXPOSEC for a long
time and, in the last year, when we decided to expand our
investments in relation to the market, we asked in our meetings the
active and potential customers where they were looking for
information and updating about the security channel and Response
was the EXPOSEC. Hence our decision to also participate as an exhibitor"!
Walter Marchi Junior, NCO Chief Executive Officer

